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About This Game

"Those who control the present, control the past. And those who control the past control the future."

Storyline

That's what they say, anyway, but maybe they are wrong. Who knows?
If you were able to go back in time and take the risk of changing everything you know, would you do it?

"A Timely Intervention" is an innovative role-playing game featuring spectacular battle visuals, polished gameplay mechanisms,
an intricate storyline and a cast of colourful characters.

For the first part of the game, play as 2 separate parties, as the story goes back and forth between them. Each party has its own
hopes and goals; when they meet can those be reconciled as they join forces? And how can they know what their choices will

bring? Delve into a brand new world full of characters, secrets and possibilities.

Features

Customize your game to suit your preferences

Choose between visible and invisible enemies
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If you choose invisible enemies, vary the encounter rate from the menu

Choose your difficulty level: Easy, Normal, Hard, Legendary. Be warned - it's called Legendary for a reason

Choose enable/disable mouse as often as you like

General

10 characters

Five characters in the active party to add strategic depth

Many skills level up with use - how strong they are depends on you

8-direction movement with mouse or keyboard

17 side quests

30 secret rooms to discover

30+ hours of addictive gameplay

Fresh-looking enemies, dynamic battles, beautiful environments and charming music

The "Common Man" team back for another epic of masterful storytelling

More games by Gemelle Games

http://store.steampowered.com/app/370670/The_Tale_of_a_Common_Man/
http://store.steampowered.com/app/332390/Undefeated/
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Title: A Timely Intervention
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Aldorlea Games
Publisher:
Aldorlea Games
Franchise:
Gemelle Series
Release Date: 24 Mar, 2017
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this game good for children age under 10 year old
no drug no porn no violence no impolite no genocide no prank no dirty joke no crime no mafia no heretic
this game is game in dream of father and mother for buy game for his and her children
if you want buy game for you son and daughter or your nephew i recommend this game. my balls can't keep up with my hand.
Well, I honestly didn't expect this game to be this addictively fun.
Great game but some areas give me headaches because of how cluttered they look.
Very cute and fun game overall.. Solid fighting game experience. Lots of characters, lots of chaos. Lots of waifu material.. This
game could be good, if only:

* Had a moderation team that did not target non G-rated content
* Allow for age-locked rooms, to prevent children from joining and to allow adults to be adults
* Allow for password-protected rooms to play with your friends

The number of times I've seen moderators ban people for next to nothing is likely going to prevent this game from actually
becoming successful. It's unfortunate because the formula they have is actually pretty good.

UPDATE: Shortly after the posting of this review, I found myself IP-banned from the game. Cannot even access their website.
The VRChat video of the banning also was "banned" from their community page.

TLDR of the video: Someone else's actions resulted in a mass-banning of the entire world. This is not the way to generate a
fanbase.. I've played 20 minutes of this game and I am gonna be honest, the develops clearly made bank with this masterpiece.
Epic Soundtrack, Epic Guns, Epic EVERYTHING! For 0.67 cents I couldn't have asked for a better experience. MUST BUY!
Don't @ Me. Do NOT purchase this title. Tho it is a fantastic and fun game, which I personally LOVE. The company has
announced the LIVE servers will be shut down approx 3 months after MAY 15.
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Got it since i was in early access, but i would say that it is worth it!. So i just finished the game and i still have goosebumps after
the credits. I waited in such anticipation for this game, and i was not dissapointed at all. This game was as good as i hoped and
even better. The game never takes itself seriously and is always memeing something in some shape or form even if you don't
realize it. The humor of this game is on so many layers of irony, like an ogre; only its aa cyan and magenta ogre that is
constantly vaping pixels. Ｔｈｅ ｇｏｏｄ ｓｔｕｆｆ！
The soundtrack is really really good, there are only high quality vaporwave tracks in this game, no " 80s pop songs at half speed
= vaporwave" or "lofi hip hop = vaporwave" lies, only vaporwave tracks so pure, you can taste the Ｆｉｊｉ ｗａｔｅｒ. The visuals
are amazing, i cannot explain how much i love the visuals of this game, the textures are a glitchy mess but in a really good
aesthic way. Its beautiful in a very unique and weird way. My favorite thing to do in the game is just walk around and take in the
visuals and listen to the music and just relax. I usually find collecting games boring, but not Broken Reality, i never found
myself bored. I collected everything just because i wanted to see all the visuals and secrets.
Also, the devs are really really nice, they were super quick to help with any issues on launch day. <3
Overall, i recommend this game STRONGLY to anybody who enjoys the ｖａｐｏｒｗａｖｅ ｌｉｆｅｓｔｙｌｅ, as there is alot of quality
vapor in here.
Ｓｅｅ ｙｏｕ ｉｎ ｔｈｅ ｖｉｒｔｕａｌ ｐｌａｚａ， ｕｓｅｒ！. It has been a very, very, very long time since I read a Visual Novel I genuinely
loved. This is one of them. Perhaps the only criticism I have for this VN is that there were seven or so CGs that were played in
the ending credits, where I would've very, very much liked to see fleshed out. Other than that, this VN trilogy is about next to
perfect. A beautiful, beautiful story.. Space: the final frontier.

If your desktop wallpapers are mostly galaxies and spacecraft, then you'll like this.. This unforgiving game is for hard-boiled
adventure fans. I swear a lot and almost smash my screen not because puzzles are so complicate but in every room my eye
misses something due to a lack of attention. I lost hours for not paying attention to an irregularity on the wall or something like
that. On screen inventory is a good idea but not continued in new verison. Not a point and click adv. but very good in itself.
Only downside is lack of nice music from nes version. It came free with new verison. Recommend very higly.

A few words about a new map - Suburbs:

Zero Killed’s development is still going strong and is quite productive. Today, we bring you a new screenshot from the map that
has already been teased on our Facebook and Twitter, Suburbs.

The map is designed to force close quarter combat. With narrow alleyways and lots of corners to hide in, this map is both
dynamic and tactical at its core. We can’t reveal much about the game mode yet, but it’s focused on fast-paced gameplay and
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low wait time for those of you that want to get right back into action.

Stay tuned for more info, and be sure to follow us on Social Media - Facebook[facebook.com] and Twitter - to get more
frequent updates.

Happy holidays from the Zero Killed team,
See you in 2018!
. Patch 0.9.2 adds plenty of stuff and it's coming next week!:

We've prepared infographic, which you can see here: Link[playzerokilled.com]

With this big patch going live on 24th April, we are back to regular updates. Join us on discord to see more daily info before the
patch is live. http://playzerokilled.com/discord. Early Access:
The Zero Killed closed beta tests showed one thing clearly: the game has huge potential to become one of the best tactical VR
shooters out there and closed beta gathered a really dedicated communitty willing to help us make that happen.

That’s why we have decided not only to continue working with player on the title, but also to give everybody a chance to try out
the game and share their feedback. This means that the game will move from closed beta to Steam Early Access on October 3rd
this year. We feel that this is the best way of achieving what we've set out for. We want to create a truly immersive, comfortable
and bug-free multiplayer experience.

Zero Killed won't stay in Early Access forever, though. The game's new release date is November 30th.

During EA we'll implement a bunch of features requested by the community during the closed beta. From the small things like
the left-handed mode, to big changes - such as AI bots.

If you want to get your hand at Zero Killed and see our improvement over time, there's still time to sign up for the beta on 
http://playzerokilled.com/beta
The beta will last until the early access release on October 3rd

Originally posted by Shigeru Miyamoto:. Beta incoming soon, sign up today!:
It's happening. The enrollment to the closed beta event that will start soon is now open. Everyone with a headset ready
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can join it at playzerokilled.com/#beta

You will have a chance to become one of the professional Zeros - people who still remain in the Zone Zero. Engage in 4
vs 4 multiplayer battles in VR. We look forward to your feedback and first impressions of the game.

We'll meet you at the battlefield!

. Early Access 0.9.0 changelog:
These past few weeks have been filled with hard work to bring you guys the things you requested. We've got the usual
fixes, we've got settings and scoreboards, and we've got bots.

We present to you Zero Killed Early Access v0.9.0. Release and Beta Dates Announced!:
We are proud to announce that Zero Killed will be launching September 26th 2018 and that the closed beta will be
starting on September 17th, 2018.

If you haven't already, sign up for a chance to enter the closed beta at http://playzerokilled.com/beta

Check out the new trailer and get the glimpse of how professional Zeros behave in the Zone. The Data Access Point has
been located, the Hacking Device is ready, the Attackers are in positions, and they are waiting for a signal. They need to
execute the plan perfectly and swiftly... or die trying.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zH1IVfj-Sz0

We are still working hard, but are excited to let you know the release date. We hope you have your reminders set up and
a vacation day taken.
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See you soon - whether its the beta or the full release.
Zero Killed team.. Zero Killed will continue to grow and improve while staying in Early Access. A new chapter
starts with a big update!:

On your marks, Zeros!
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